
Calculating Read Rate

Achieving Higher Read Rates with Image-based ID Readers

Patented IDMax® technology allows Cognex readers to 
successfully read codes that other readers cannot. Regardless of 
code quality, size, marking method or material, we can read it!

• print variations (color, poor print, scratched, washed out)  

• printing types (ink jet, dot peen, laser etch, direct part mark)

• surface types (glass, metal, cardboard, ceramic, plastic)

If 9,900 barcodes are successfully read in 10,000 attempts, 
the read rate is calculated:  9,900 ÷ 10,000 = .99 or 99%.

Thanks to advances in microprocessors, imaging sensors 

and decoding algorithms, image-based ID readers 

have become not only more affordable, but also more 

powerful than traditional laser scanners.

Today’s image-based ID readers have overcome the technical 

and economic hurdles and now offer a more attractive 

alternative for the factory floor providing additional 

benefits to what industrial laser scanners can achieve.

The most important way to rank barcode reader 

performance is by its read rate. Read rate is the number 

of barcodes read divided by the number attempted. 

It’s usually expressed as a percentage and the closer to 

100%, the better. Read rate is the best measure of how 

reliable and robust the reader is to the barcodes seen on 

the factory floor. 

Image-based readers view the entire barcode, not just 

a single line, so they can use advanced algorithms to 

overcome quiet zone violations and other code damage 

issues that cause laser scanners the most trouble on the 

production line. 

Image-based readers are also able to read barcodes in 

any orientation within a single view. In contrast, it often 

requires multiple laser scanners configured together to 

read barcodes in applications where orientation is not 

repeatable. And unlike traditional laser scanners,  

image-based ID readers can decode 2-D (two-dimensional) 

symbologies like Data Matrix and QR, even when marked 

directly on the part (DPM), no matter the surface material.

With these advantages, image-based readers achieve 

higher read rates than those laser-based scanners.



1-D Barcode Symbologies

Composite or stacked 
symbologies like PDF417 are 
commonly used in inventory 
management and on ID cards. 

A variety of 1-D (one-dimensional) symbologies exist 

for the varying needs of many industries. The UPC-A 

code is the one commonly seen in the consumer market. 

The UPC code is for food and beverage products or 

containers. Industry inventory handling applications 

utilize Code 39 and its successor, Code 128, as well as 

the Interleaved 2 of 5. The Codabar is typically used in 

healthcare systems and libraries while the Pharmacode 

and GS1 Databar are for the pharmaceutical industry. 

POSTNET, PLANET code and the IMB (Intelligent Mail 

Barcode) are used by postal services. Some of these 

codes, as well as others, are pictured below.

Barcode History

In 1948, the owner of a grocery store in Philadelphia asked a local technical university to research 
a system that would automatically read product information during checkout. Graduate students, 
Joseph Woodland and Bernard Silver, worked on the project and filed a patent application for 
the “Classifying Apparatus and Method”, describing their invention as “article classification...
through the medium of identifying patterns”. The patent was issued in 1952 but it was not until 
1974 in a supermarket in Ohio, when the first 1-D UPC barcode reading application was actually 
installed using laser technology. In fact, a pack of Wrigley’s® gum was the first product scanned.
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Advantages of 2-D Codes

Many industries are 

making the transition to 

2-D symbologies, such 

as Data Matrix, QR and 

Micro QR codes. 2-D codes 

contain high data density 

to help with product 

traceability throughout the manufacturing process and 

the supply chain. For example, a Data Matrix code can 

contain up to 2,335 alphanumerical or 3,116 numerical 

characters in a single code and supports 24 square and 

6 rectangular formats, so it’s possible to apply them to 

almost every surface.

Often, 2-D codes are used in conjunction with 1-D 

barcodes in the production process. However, laser 

scanners cannot read 2-D matrix symbologies. In 

contrast, image-based readers can reliably read 2-D 

codes as well as 1-D barcodes. In fact, image-based 

readers are often designed to read the most  

difficult-to-read 2-D codes that are directly marked onto 

the part (also known as direct part mark or DPM). Such 

codes are marked onto the part using laser or chemical 

etching or dot peening creating a permanent DPM. 

The pure cell presence and absence check of Data 

Matrix decoding is much more tolerant to print quality 

and processes. However, because 2-D codes inherently 

provide error correction (Reed-Solomon), even damaged 

codes can be read with advanced decoding algorithms. 

Data Matrix also provides absolute read accuracy with 

the worst case as one misread in 10.5 million scans 

and this is at the lowest cell resolution. So at higher 

resolutions the likelihood of a misread is close to 

impossible. Another advantage is that Data Matrix codes 

are scalable from very small to very large so marks can 

be made onto any area, whether it’s a round surface or 

with space constraints.

The unprecedented small size of DataMan 
fixed-mount readers make them ideal for 
applications where space is limited, such 
as item identification and process control. 
Models are available to read codes, at 
variable working distances, and on any 
production line… including the fastest 
document handling systems.

DataMan® handheld readers provide 
a wide range of models - both corded 
and cordless with innovative lighting - 
needed for applications in all industries. 
Whether a low-cost model for reading 
high-quality codes, or models with the 
performance needed for reading the 
most challenging codes, DataMan has 
what it takes to get the job done.
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1DMax Barcode Reading

1DMax™ is a best-in-class 1-D barcode-reading tool optimized for omnidirectional barcode reading and can handle extreme 
scenarios that are seen in real-world environments, including: 

2DMax Data Matrix and QR Code Reading

2DMax™ is optimized for reading QR codes and handles a wide range of degradations to 2-D Data Matrix code appearance 
that result from dramatic degradations in DPM code quality due to differences in material types and surfaces, including:
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